The Compromise of Slavery.

In early part of 1850 discovered that Union in danger. Designs from violent Congress on west of Mississippi River. "Not enough left for Union." Texas & Oregon both. Nashville Convention.

First 9 months of 1850 spent by Congress in devising a series of measures by which Congress could compromise on the "slave question." "Give us what we want, or else war." Some had laws passed that another also.

Texas - territory claimed by Texas. Either belong, or not belong to Texas. If not belong - why buy Texas 10,000,000? If did belong - "My last Fig i to give it to Mr. M.?"

Only notion dignified enough - reformant to Supreme Court, or write in both families - rebellion.

That all went 10,000,000 too might easily happen again. Again and again move to acknowledge slavery right to be excluded by Positive law. By N. S. excluded from Northwest. Positive law from Oregon. Not to declare if any step clearly right.

"Keep your slavery when you have it." "That it appears like this."

"Missouri shall be all. Here we stand. Democratic Party. This branch that is." If such do so - do to home & persuade your people.

This we have found as. More people listened. A mischief can harm can do.

These steps of all. - Fugitive Slave Law.

1. California admitted.
2. Slave trade in D.C.
3. Fugitive Slave Law.
4. Missouri not applied.